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Coffee break: 11:15–11:30 

Yard, Georgian National Museum 

Lunch: 13:00–14:00

Restaurant "Shemoikhede Genatsvale" (corner, 

10, Pushkin str.) - Please follow the CIDOC 2017 

staff/volunteers while heading to the restaurant.

Coffee break: 15:30–15:45 

Yard, Georgian National Museum

Toilets

Fire exits

Basic information



10:30–11:15 Introductions
11:15–11:30 Break
11:30-12:00 Why?
12:00-13:00 Defining the museum system
13:00-14:00 Lunch
14:00-15:00 What happens to objects
15:00-15:30 Developing Spectrum
15:30–15:45 Break
15:45-16:15 Developing Spectrum (discussion)
16:00-17:00 Localising Spectrum

Workshop Overview



Introductions



• Your name
• A fun or unusual fact about yourself
• Your organisation
• Your job title
• Your experience generally (role (if any) in 

collections management)
• What you hope to aim to get from this 

workshop

Introductions



• Gordon McKenna
• Collections Trust (formerly MDA)
• Standards Manager (though had other roles)
• Experience:

• Archaeological science
• Museums
• ICT
• Spectrum
• Terminologies
• International work

• From the workshop: 
• Sparked interest in Spectrum
• Met the hopes of the attendees
• Had a good time

Me

• A fun or unusual fact about yourself



• Your name
• A fun or unusual fact about yourself
• Your organisation
• Your job title
• Your experience generally (role (if any) in 

collections management)
• What you hope to aim to get from this 

workshop

Your introductions



Why



An Example (UK Collection)

“A Catte”



Some Connections

Creator Current owner
x11 Great grand daughter



Better Known As….

Mary, Queen of 
Scots

Elizabeth II



Making connections ...

I am going tell you stories that connect: 

• The UK’s most popular poem: IF (Work)

• The First World War (Event)

• The Guards Division (Organisation)

• The fictional Harry Potter (Person?)

• The city of Cologne (Place)

• The warship SMS Gneisenau (Physical thing)



National story Part 1

IF you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies,
Or being hated, don't give way to hating,
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise:

......

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings - nor lose the common touch,
if neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,
And - which is more - you'll be a Man, my son!



National story Part 2



Personal story Part 1



Personal story Part 2



Personal story Part 3



Personal story Part 4



Personal story Part 5

Does he look familiar?



A European Example

‘Rounday Garden Scene’

‘Leeds Bridge’

Louis Le Prince
(1842-1890)



What the User Sees:

The Beautiful Content

The Reality:

The Hard Work

The Task



The Nightmare

Does this look familiar?



Which Metadata?



Environments



Defining the museum system
–Working in groups
–Reporting back
–Discussion



Aspects of the system
• Transformation – What are you trying to do
• Worldview – Why are you trying to do it
• Environment – Constraints
• Owners – Actual & virtual
• Actors – Who is making it happen
• Clients – Who is it for



Policy Framework – BSI PAS 197

• Mission statement – Informs
• Collections management policy:
• Collections development
• Collections information
• Collections access
• Collections care and conservation

• Met by procedures and processes

Spectrum



What happens to objects
–Working in groups
–Reporting back
–Discussion



Describe
• What happens to objects before they enter the 

museum - events
• What happens to objects after they enter the 

museum - events
• What information is needed to describe objects
• What is an object



Object Events
• Acquisition
• Carrier production
• Commissioning
• Completion
• Creation
• Designing
• Destruction
• Excavation
• Execution of design
• Exhibition
• Expression creation
• Finding (Activity)
• Marketing
• Modification

Move of object
Part addition
Part removal
Performance
Planning
Production
Provenance
Publication event
Restoration
Transfer of custody
Transformation
Use
Work conception



Procedures
• Object entry
• Acquisition and accessioning
• Location and movement control
• Inventory
• Cataloguing
• Object exit
• Loans in (borrowing objects)
• Loans out (lending objects)
• Documentation planning 

• Condition checking and technical assessment
• Collections care and conservation

• Valuation
• Insurance and indemnity
• Emergency planning for collections
• Damage and loss
• Deaccession and disposal
• Rights management
• Reproduction
• Use of collections
• Collections review
• Audit



Some information groups
• Object identification
• Object description
• Object production
• Object field collection
• Object history and association



Developing Spectrum



Genesis of SPECTRUM

• Editor – Alice Grant (from V&A)
• Organic growth- Founded of best practise
• Aims: Practical; Non-prescriptive
• Community participation – Road tested
• Results: 
– Large A4 Binder
– SPECTRUM Essentials
– Factsheets
– Training
– Promotion



SPECTRUM 2

• Editor – Geoff Cowton (Wordsworth Trust)
• Review Committees
• Results:  
– Some changes to Procedures and Units of information
– Large A4 Binder and foldout
– No updated SPECTRUM Essentials
– Updated Factsheets
– Updated Training
– Promotion



10 Year ‘Interregnum’

• Standards in Action Series:
– Guide to SPECTRUM
– IT Guide
– Archaeology
– Archives

• Facts and Artefacts (2 editions)
• SPECTRUM Knowledge (Use of collections 

procedure)
• Museum Registration arrived
• Total worldwide sales – c300



SPECTRUM 3

• Review Committees looking at: 
– Digital material (what needed to be added)
– Units of information (review)
– Changes and new content (most of the work)

• Editors – Efthymia Patsatzi & Gordon McKenna
• Results:

– Procedures (additions, mergers, re-namings)
– Changes to structure of Procedures and less links!
– Information groups embedded in Procedures 
– Changes to Units of information (additions mainly)
– SPECTRUM Terminology (webpages)
– Free (for non-commercial use) PDF download (buy printout)



SPECTRUM 3.1 & 3.2

• Additional content: 
– Revisiting Collections work (‘user-generated’ information)
– Cultural Property changes

• SPECTRUM in XML
– Better PDF
– Data interchange schema
– Change management easier
– Enables management of different versions easier

• Licences – 0ver 5000 



SPECTRUM 4

• Workflows
• Separate appendix
• Licences – 0ver 7000 



Principles
• Collectively
– Spectrum’s developers are its users

• Pragmatically
– Reflect real-life issues in real museums

• Inclusively
– Practical approach, with the Minimum 

Standards an achievable goal for all
– Allow different museums work in different 

ways 
• Realistically
– Perfection was never going to be achieved
– Spectrum would be a process, added to 

and refined over time



The benefits….
• A synthesis – the  ‘distilled wisdom of a 

community’ 
• A language to describe the work we do
• Consistency – record and share information about 

collections’ management and use
• A way to define practice and skills, a way to share 

knowledge, share work
• Improved collections management practice –

more creative use of collections
• A benchmark for improvement
• An advocacy tool 
• In the UK, supports the Museum Accreditation 

Standard



Procedures – SPECTRUM 4
• Pre-entry
• Object entry
• Loans in
• Acquisition
• Inventory control
• Location and movement control
• Transport
• Cataloguing
• Object condition checking and technical assessment
• Conservation and collections care
• Risk management
• Insurance and indemnity management
• Valuation control
• Audit
• Rights management
• Use of collections
• Object exit
• Loans out
• Loss and damage
• Deaccession and disposal
• Retrospective documentation



Procedures – SPECTRUM 4
• Pre-entry
• Object entry
• Loans in
• Acquisition
• Inventory control
• Location and movement control
• Transport
• Cataloguing
• Object condition checking and technical assessment
• Conservation and collections care
• Risk management
• Insurance and indemnity management
• Valuation control
• Audit
• Rights management
• Use of collections
• Object exit
• Loans out
• Loss and damage
• Deaccession and disposal
• Retrospective documentation



Procedures – SPECTRUM 5
• Object entry
• Acquisition and accessioning [name change]
• Location and movement control
• Inventory [new-ish]
• Cataloguing
• Object exit
• Loans in (borrowing objects) [name change]
• Loans out (lending objects) [name change]
• Documentation planning [new-ish]

• Condition checking and technical assessment [name change]
• Collections care and conservation [name change]

• Valuation [name change]
• Insurance and indemnity [name change]
• Emergency planning for museums [new-ish]
• Damage and loss [name change]
• Deaccessioning and disposal [name change]
• Rights management
• Reproduction [new]
• Use of collections [changed]
• Collections review [new]
• Audit



Procedure structure (1)
• Definition
• Scope
• The SPECTRUM Standard
• Policy
• Minimum requirements
• Why they are important





Procedure structure (2)
Suggested procedure [written]
• Steps – what you need to do
• Links to Units of information including 

advice on how to record information
• Actors – Use a standard for of name
• Date – Use a standard format
• Various – Use a standard term source

• Guidance notes
• Form of records





Procedure structure (3) 

Workflow
• Reflects suggested procedure steps
• Simplified 
• Shows 
• Inputs 
• What to record





Information groups 
• Information needed to:
• Support procedures
• Describe objects, reproductions and texts
• Actor – persons, organisations, people

• Contains:
• Description of group
• Units of information in the group





Units of information 
Contains:
• Definition
• How to record
• Examples
• Use
• Information group





Supporting Spectrum in the UK

• Supports Museum Accreditation
• Software developed using it (compliance)
• Advice (local and specific)
• Training
• Website
• Publications
• Terminology (thesauri)



Localising Spectrum
–Working in groups
–Reporting back
–Discussion



Questions
• What do you need to do it?
• Who is going to do it?
• How long is it going to take?
• Are you interested?



Collections Trust Suggests
• Lead organisation
• Network to help and oversee
• Skill to translate
• Awareness of localisation needs
• Budget (no budget = long time)
• Working with Collections Trust
• Aftercare?



Thanks!
Any Questions?

Gordon McKenna
Standards Manager

gordon@collectionstrust.org.uk


